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Making a pottery clay trap

It's the time of year, after a frenzy of holidays, where I take a deep breath, dive in and deeply clean the studio. My studio is located in our house, which is mostly a blessing, but can be a curse. It's in the part of the house where we store most of our excess stuff, and can also become the
depository of things that we don't want to deal with at the moment, especially when I'm not actively making pots. December's studio is mostly sending out orders, packing and unpacking for the show. By the end of the month, it looks like Santa's workshop exploded there. We spent most of
last Saturday going through and cleaning the storage section of the basement in an effort to get a little more studio space that was fabulous, and funny, and emotional at times. It's amazing what you hold for too long. There were boxes that my husband and I went through that were like

opening a time capsule. I also have about 20 years of Pottery Monthly magazines that someone is welcome to come take off from my hands. So happy it is now the digital version. We're moving on... Yesterday was the day I was dreading (and postponing) for longer than I care to admit.
Time to clean the clay trap under the sink. I use Gleco Trap, but since we have low sink clearance, it can only use the smallest bottle size, which has 19 ounces. Frankly, it didn't even take very long, but it is such a messy, smelly chore, and switching bottles always seems to lead to
dismantling the whole system. Mainly because I let it go too long, and it gets hard, pulling everything out of the morning. Dentists also use sink trapping systems and it can be cheaper. If you're looking for a Gleco-Trap or something similar, check out dental supply sites. It brought me back to
my days of being an apprentice at the Eckels Pottery Shop in Bayfield, WI, and having to clear traps there. He used an old-fashioned fat trap that worked great for a studio with high-volume use, and it was actually pretty easy to clean (though messy, yet) because it was accessible. Sink
traps are a very important studio tool. Keeping clay out of your sewer line will save you a lot of headaches and $$ later. I was posting DIY sink trap systems for studios on my Pinterest studio and imaging site before I came across them, thinking maybe I would one day find one that was
easier to clean up and use. Here are a few links to some if they might be useful to someone out there: Written by Charan Sachar of Creative with Clay: �a-keramika-studio/Lakeside Ceramics: 20Text/Tips/Preventing-clay-in-drainage.htmA a good choice for studios without running water
from Pottery-Magic.com: art: Fixing a clogged drain is hard work and expensive. Making runoff traps is easier and cheaper than you might think. In this post, an excerpt from the Pottery Monthly Archive, Raquel and Dan Sobel explain how to make clay traps out of cheap and easily
accessible materials. Try it in your own studio. It could save you a lot of trouble.- Jennifer Poellot Harnetty, editor. I was a little nervous about setting up my own studio in the basement of my house with a 20-year-old septic tank and a chedging field, so I wanted to make sure my clay trap
was really safe. After researching the subject on the Internet I came across two methods, both with two buckets. Method A used one bucket inside another and Method B used two segments in the series. I decided to create (with the help of my engineer son) more effective clay traps
combining these methods. Learn techniques from professionals in downloading this attention, Clay Workshop Guide. Sustainable Ceramics This new version, by veteran ceramic artist Robert Harrison, sheds light on the latest studio practices needed to operate responsibly in a changing
environment. Discover the latest developments in the management of studio resources from materials to shooting. Robert, the key leader of the NCECA Green Working Group, brings together a wealth of information that every responsible potter should be aware of. Read more and
download the excerpt! My system consists of one large plastic tote box with two smaller buckets inside. Water flows through the system from bucket to bucket, creating three phases of sediment deposition. From the sink, water flows into the first small bucket, then into the second small
bucket. It leaves the second bucket through a cluster of small holes into a large tote box from which flows into the outlet pipe on the opposite side. This setting ensures that a minimum amount of clay enters my drainage pipe. It is very important that the outlet is lower than the inlet opening
in each container and that all pipes are slightly inclined downwards so that the water flows through the system correctly. I also recommend placing the outlet holes on the opposite side of the container from the inlet opening so that the sediment settles properly. The drainage pipe from my
house is higher than my clay trap drain pipe, so I had to pump water into the sewer in my basement using a sink utility pump. This clay trap has been effectively saving my tubes and septic tank for almost a year now. Sediment accumulates in all three phases, but in lower amounts in later
stages. The easily removable lid keeps the odour minimal, allowing easy access to regular removal of settled clay. Procedure Lay out buckets in specified positions. If necessary, a pallet or 2×4s can be placed under the tote to raise it to the correct height. Indicate where the holes should be
drilled on the basis of Diagram. Remember that the pipe must be slightly oblique so that the water flows in the right direction. In general, the inlet should be at least 1/2 inch above the outlet for each container. On the first small bucket, use an 11/2 inch diameter hole to drill holes on opposite
walls and opposite ends of the bucket. The first hole should be as high as possible on this bucket. On a second small bucket, drill an 11/2-inch hole on the side next to the other small bucket and drill around 10 small drainage holes using a 1/4-inch drill bit in the side wall opposite drainage
from a large tote. On a large tote box, drill one 11/2-inch-hole to keep the pipe out of the sink into the first small bucket to pass through, and one hole for the pipe leading out into the drainage connection. Assemble pvc pipes from the sink through the tote into the first small bucket, from the
first small bucket to the second small bucket and from the tote to the outlet drain. Apply PVC primer and cement according to the instructions on the adhesive pipe container in place. It is best to have a professional plumber attach clay traps to the sink and exit the drain. Use silicone sealant
to seal all holes after the pipes are in place. Finally, use a sink sieve to prevent large objects from entering the pipe. **First published in 2014. When setting up a study, it is important to find a safe way to wash your hands and tools without damaging the sewer (or the environment!). Enter the
sink trap. Building a sink trap can be a daunting task, but this three-bucket sink trap is a task to seem super do-capable. In this post, potter Charan Sachar explains the cool design of his easy-to-make and super-efficient sink trap. Look! – Jennifer Poellot Harnetty, editor. fig.1 - click to
enlarge working with clay can certainly be messy, and throwing clutter into the sewer is simply not an option. After working in several studies over the past five years, I learned a lot about what works and doesn't work in the studio. When I finally set up my own studio in our new home,
planning every little detail was exciting and I wanted to solve the sink-trap problem. I wanted to create something that had improved on previous proposals, which all had shortcomings. There were three problems I wanted to solve. First, connecting the pipe to the round buckets is annoying,
and they are prone to leakage after maintenance. Secondly, opaque traps make it difficult to determine when a siphon needs cleaning. Finally, under-sink traps are difficult and annoying to clean. Learn techniques from professionals in downloading this attention, Clay Workshop Guide. The
first thing was to connect the pipe to a square bucket, and not to the round one (Fig. 1). The outer large bucket is a sturdy 10-gallon square translucent storage container. It must be strong enough to water and clay, and have at least one side as flat as possible to connect the pipes to the
sewer system. 2 – Click to enlarge If you think your container is not strong enough, use two containers for added strength. On the inside sits another square bucket (cat litter bucket works well for this purpose). This bucket serves as the first filter. Drill three rows of holes at the top of 4
inches on three sides of this bucket. Do not create holes on the side facing the drain outlet, as water pouring out of the holes shakes the sediment near the drain. 3 – Click to increase the height of your trapping depends on the height of the sink outlet and waste pipe. Because my sewer
drain is high, I had to lift both the sink and the trap (Fig. 2). Maybe you don't have to do this. Sink legs are attached to blocks so they can't be kicked out. It's easy to connect a trap. Use washers and silicone for waterproof drain seals (fig. 3). Locate the smaller square bucket at the end
furthest from the drain. Even if there is a lot of clay water leaking out of the inner bucket it will still flow down the sides that are further away from the main outlet, making enough time for the clay to settle before the water goes out. 4 – Click to enlarge to solve the inconvenience of cleaning
the trap, instead of locating it underneath it (Fig. 4) on the side of the sink. When the trap is placed under the sink, it is difficult to reach, remove and reassue the fittings. By directing the sink trap to the side, there is no need to remove any accessories, just pop the lid, turn it around, and the
sink trap can be easily cleaned. No free connection, no clutter! I installed this sink trap more than a year ago, and it worked great. When the settled clay level reaches a certain point, you know it's time for cleaning. I clean it once a year and it takes 15 minutes without any problems. Also,
because the bucket is transparent, you can actually see if your clay trap works. It makes me feel very comfortable when I see clean water seepping out of the outlet. Want more great tips? Check out this article on how to make instant wet boxes! Charan Sachar is a potter studio in Federal
Way, Washington, that makes wheel throwing, extrusion and handmade. To learn more or change pictures of his work, visit *First published in 2012 2012
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